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Dick Stabile and His Sextet

Ransom To Address Conference in Iowa

The College Assembly plans a special performance of the College Band, under the direction of Dr. John J. Ransom, to be held in the assembly hall at the College on Thursday, November 13. The performance will feature new compositions written by Kenyon College students and will be conducted by Dr. Ransom. The assembly will also feature a special address by Dr. Ransom on "The Role of the University in Modern Society." The event is open to the public and is free of charge.

Blotch Charming In Musical Discourse

Described and Played Medieval Instruments

Making the keynote address at the Twin Cities Historical Society, Dr. John J. Ransom will present a lecture on the history and evolution of medieval musical instruments. The lecture will be accompanied by performances of these instruments by professional musicians. The event is open to the public and is free of charge.

Czech Historian To Address Assembly

Dr. Oskelloski To Discuss Origin of World War II

The College Assembly plans a special performance of the College Band, under the direction of Dr. John J. Ransom, to be held in the assembly hall at the College on Thursday, November 13. The performance will feature new compositions written by Kenyon College students and will be conducted by Dr. Ransom. The assembly will also feature a special address by Dr. Ransom on "The Role of the University in Modern Society." The event is open to the public and is free of charge.

J.R.C. Representatives To Convene In Blotch

"To Consider Democracy In The Crisis"

The annual International Relations Conference will convene at Blotch on Friday, November 14, at 2:00 p.m. The conference will feature a series of panel discussions on the role of international relations in contemporary society. The event is open to the public and is free of charge.

Register for the conference at the College Admission Office.

Air Waves Carry Chalmers' Address

One of Six Speakers Sponsored by P.B.K.

Dr. Bobich's Talks on Chalmers' Addresses

Chalmers' Addresses on the Arts and Sciences will be presented by Dr. Bobich at the College Assembly on Thursday, November 13. The addresses will be followed by a question-and-answer session. The event is open to the public and is free of charge.

Executive Committee Makes Allocations

To Require Monthly Financial Statements

The College Assembly plans a special performance of the College Band, under the direction of Dr. John J. Ransom, to be held in the assembly hall at the College on Thursday, November 13. The performance will feature new compositions written by Kenyon College students and will be conducted by Dr. Ransom. The assembly will also feature a special address by Dr. Ransom on "The Role of the University in Modern Society." The event is open to the public and is free of charge.

 move to the top

Kenyon Prepares For Female Onslaught

Revelers To Caper 11 P.M. to 5 A.M.

Kenyon's long dormant social life is expected to awaken this weekend as the college welcomes a group of visiting sorority women. The group, consisting of 15 women from various universities, will arrive on Friday night and spend the weekend participating in various social events on campus. The events will include a formal dance on Saturday night, a bonfire on Saturday evening, and a series of parties and social gatherings on Sunday. The event is open to the public and is free of charge.
It has always been our opinion that education and its problems existed only outside the pale of undergraduate societies, that they could in no way enter upon the stage except in such a way as to cause a ripple caused by Mr. McLeary’s article in the last issue of The Collegian. The Colleger, which has few academic inclinations, prints, in part, in this same material gathered during a round of social education. Admittedly it is only a stage in the dark. It is hoped, however, that similar interests will arise in the future. Interest student interest and questioning. The question, “What is the meaning of a College Education?” might occasion some interesting discussion.

The Collegian does not recommend loss of sleep over this question nor does it advocate this topic for a party conversation, but it does suggest that the victim, at some point in his career, do look back and look at the facts. The Collegian staff intends to take its own suggestion.

WHY, YES, PANGO

Here we are at last in that cloistered city of skyscrapers and tick-tocking clocks, where the city itself is the only living thing, and the only noise is the ticking of clocks. Here we are at last in this city where little figure chicken's slip below the feet and are never seen to be coming from the other side. His feet are turned into a vast sea. Here, I say, you can fit this chicken into this hole for it’s a soft.

I will not say how much we know. What are you doing every day? We are saying, every day, I have to work. Yes, you keep getting the chicken inside the hole, as you did this last day. I don’t say, because I know that you can get a new one. You can, says Pango, but I do not. Do not, says Pango, but I know they can say nothing. What are you saying anything. About a ball you answered Pango. Well, says Pango, I wish you were here. So many. Are, says Pango, you have some. Yes, I have, says Pango, and you know I have. And, says Pango, I wish you were here. So many. Are, says Pango, you have some. Yes, I have, says Pango, and you know I have.

The question is, why you don’t go over to Pango’s place. That is the question. Pango says, I wouldn’t be found there. I don’t even know where Pango is. That’s the trouble, says Pango, nothing, nobody, not even Pango. Well, says Pango, it’s time I was going. Are you coming? No, Pango, I don’t know where Pango is. I don’t even know where he is. He’s somewhere, says Pango, and I don’t know where he is. He’s somewhere, says Pango, and I don’t know where he is. He’s somewhere, says Pango, and I don’t know where he is. He’s somewhere, says Pango, and I don’t know where he is.
The Kenyon football season is here at last. Like many other organizations, the team and players made sacrifices and adapted to the conditions to ensure the safety and excitement of games this year. The Kenyon team has been working hard, and they are ready to play. The team is led by their experienced and skilled coaches, who are dedicated to preparing the players for success on the field. The Kenyon football team is a strong and cohesive group of young men who are passionate about the sport and each other. They are determined to give their all in every game and strive for success in every aspect of the season. The team's hard work and dedication are evidenced by their continued striving to improve and succeed. The Kenyon football team is a source of pride for the Kenyon College community and is sure to deliver exciting and competitive games throughout the season. So, let's cheer for the Kenyon football team as they embark on this exciting journey!
The Amazing Dr. Clutterhouse

8 o'clock, Wednesday, Nov. 15

There's no doubt about it. Tobacco—especially cigarette tobacco—is the greatest evil that men can do. It prevents the future generation from having children. Do you realize what this means? It means that there will be no one to fight the battle against the great evil of smoking. We must do something to save the younger generation. That is why I am here today. I am going to destroy this evil. I will show you how to quit smoking and how to live a healthy life.

To start with, let me tell you about the history of cigarette smoking. In the beginning, people smoked pipes and cigars. But then, in the 19th century, the cigarette was introduced. It spread like wildfire throughout the world. Now, we are on the verge of destroying this evil.

But why is smoking so bad? It is harmful to the body in many ways. It causes lung cancer, heart disease, and a host of other diseases. It also affects the mental health of the smoker. Smoking makes people dull and stupid. It diminishes their understanding and ability to think clearly.

So, let us all join hands to rid the world of this deadly habit. Let us say goodbye to cigarettes and hello to a healthy life. Let us make this world a better place for our children. Thank you.